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Abstract
In this contribution, we briefly describe
the methods and contents of the Prague
Arabic Dependency Treebank. We then
outline some important directions of re-
search and application development that
can hopefully come to the foreground in
the field and be pursued by the open scien-
tific community as this novel linguistic re-
source is completed, or when similar Ara-
bic computational linguistics projects are
made publicly available.

1 Introduction

Prague Arabic Dependency Treebank (PADT) is
a collection of linguistically annotated texts from
various Arabic newspapers and news agencies
(Parker et al., 2009). The supplied linguistic anno-
tation makes explicit the morphological properties
of words and the syntactic structures of sentences.
In a subset of the texts, it also formally represents
their deep linguistic meaning.

The research context of the PADT project is
most accurately described in (Smrž et al., 2008).
The finalization of the second release of PADT is
still in progress, even though it is expected in a
couple of months time. The new release will in-
clude not only valuable linguistic annotations, but
even a powerful suite of tools for browsing and
processing the data. PADT is closely connected
with excellent open-source projects, such as the
TrEd/PML-TQ (Pajas and Štěpánek, 2008; Pajas
and Štěpánek, 2009) annotation environment and
complex treebank data management system, or the
ElixirFM (Smrž and Bielický, 2010; Bielický and
Smrž, 2009) computational morphology and lexi-
con of Modern Written Arabic.

The outcomes of the PADT project can find ap-
plication in various areas of natural language pro-
cessing, linguistics, and education, as already con-
firmed by the interest in the first release of PADT

(Hajič et al., 2004). The initial version of PADT
covered over one hundred thousand words of text,
whereas the new release will exceed one million
words annotated with morphology and syntax.

PADT is maintained by the Institute of Formal
and Applied Linguistics, Charles University in
Prague. The website http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/padt/
online/ offers further information on current devel-
opments of the project, as well as contact details.

2 Annotation Levels

Prague Arabic Dependency Treebank comprises
refined linguistic annotations whose style is in-
fluenced by the Functional Generative Descrip-
tion theory (Sgall et al., 1986; Hajičová and Sgall,
2003) and by the Prague Dependency Treebank
project (Hajič et al., 2006). The multi-level de-
scription scheme discerns functional morphology,
analytical dependency syntax, and tectogrammati-
cal representation of linguistic meaning.

Morphological annotations identify the textual
forms of a discourse lexically and recognize their
grammatical properties. The analytical syntactic
processing describes the superficial dependency
structures in the discourse, while tectogrammatics
reveals the underlying dependency structures and
restores linguistically relevant semantic informa-
tion. Figure 1 parses this example sentence:
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In the section on literature, the magazine
presented the issue of the Arabic language
and the dangers that threaten it.

2.1 Functional Morphology
Morphological and phonological processing of the
Arabic language is considered challenging not
only for the templatic nature of the structure of
words, but also for the properties of the Arabic
script into which words are normally encoded.
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Figure 1: Left: Example of analytical annotation. Orthographic words are tokenized into lexical words,
and their inflectional morphosyntactic properties are encoded using positional tags. Members of coor-
dination are depicted with dashed edges. Right: Example of tectogrammatical annotation with resolved
coreference (extra arcs) and indicated values of contextual boundness. Lexemes are identified by citation
forms, and selected grammatemes are shown in place of morphosyntactic features.

Many attempted approaches to Arabic morphol-
ogy do not succeed to provide exact and clear,
yet generally fitting and extensible models of word
formation, since they cannot disentangle the whole
morphological process properly into its indepen-
dent, simpler, well-defined components.

The functional view of language pursued in
PADT requires a morphological model capable of
more appropriate and deeper generalizations than
what the popular Buckwalter Arabic Morphologi-
cal Analyzer (Buckwalter, 2002) or other systems
convey. Earlier functional approximations used in
PADT, which were derived by imperfectly tweak-
ing the output of (Buckwalter, 2002), are now re-
placed by the solutions of the innovative ElixirFM
system (Smrž, 2007; Smrž and Bielický, 2010).

ElixirFM is suited for both morphological anal-
ysis and generation, and can be used as an ad-
vanced multi-purpose morphological model. In
the interactive mode, one can invoke various util-
ity functions for lookup in the lexicon, inflection
and derivation of lexemes, resolution of strings,
exporting and pretty-printing of the information,
etc., as well as explore the definitions of the under-
lying linguistic rules and data being involved. The
ElixirFM source code and the lexicon itself are
highly reusable by both computers and humans.

Word forms are explicit in their morphological
structure. They are specified via the underlying
template of morphs and the inherited root. Merg-
ing the template with the root produces the form in

the ArabTEX notation (Lagally, 2004), from which
the orthographic string or its phonetic version can
be generated, cf. Figure 2.

ElixirFM carefully designs the morphophone-
mic patterns of the templates, as well as the
phonological rules hidden in the >| or |<< op-
erators. This greatly simplifies the morphologi-
cal rules proper, both inflectional and derivational.
Inspired by functional programming in Haskell
(Forsberg and Ranta, 2004), ElixirFM implements
many generalizations of classical grammars (Fis-
cher, 2002; Ryding, 2005), and suggest even some
new abstractions (Smrž, 2007).

2.2 Surface Syntax

Annotations on the analytical level are represented
by dependency trees. Their nodes map, one to
one, to the tokens resulting from the morphologi-
cal analysis and tokenization, and their roots group
the nodes according to the division into sentences
or paragraphs. Edges in the trees show there is
a syntactic relation between the governor and its
dependent, or rather, the whole subtree under and
including the dependent. The nature of the govern-
ment is expressed by the analytical functions of the
nodes being linked, e.g. Subject, Object, Attribute.

2.3 Deep Syntax

Tectogrammatics, the underlying syntax reflect-
ing the linguistic meaning of an utterance, is the
highest level of annotation in the family of Prague



|> "d r y" <| [

FaCY ‘verb‘ [ "know", "notice" ]

‘imperf‘ FCI

‘masdar‘ FiCAL |< aT,

FACY ‘verb‘ [ "flatter", "deceive" ],

HaFCY ‘verb‘ [ "inform", "let know" ],

TaFACY ‘verb‘ [ "hide", "conceal" ],

lA >| "’a" >>| FCI |<< "Iy" |< aT ‘noun‘ [ "agnosticism" ],

lA >| "’a" >>| FCI |<< "Iy" ‘adj‘ [ "agnostic" ],

FiCAL |< aT ‘noun‘ [ "knowledge", "knowing" ],

MuFACY |< aT ‘noun‘ [ "flattery" ]

‘plural‘ MuFACY |< At,

HaFCY ‘adj‘ [ "more knowledgeable" ],

FACI ‘adj‘ [ "aware", "knowing" ] ]

d r y ø
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mufā↪ā-āt
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know, notice (dirāyah �
éK
 @PX) I (i) darā øPX

flatter, deceive III dārā øP@X

inform, let know IV ↩adrā øPX

@

hide, conceal VI tadārā øP@Y
�
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agnosticism lā-↩adrı̄yah �
éK
PX


@B

agnostic lā-↩adrı̄y ø
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@B

knowledge, knowing dirāyah �
éK
 @PX

flattery (mudārayāt �
HAK
P@YÓ) mudārāh �

è @P@YÓ

more knowledgeable ↩adrā øPX

@

aware, knowing dārin P@X

Figure 2: Excerpt from the ElixirFM lexicon and a layout generated from it. The source code of entries
nested under the d r y ø



PX root is shown in the typewriter font. Note the custom notation specifying the

underlying morphological structure of words and the economy yet informativeness of the declarations.

Dependency Treebanks (Hajič et al., 2006). It
captures dependency and valency (Žabokrtský,
2005; Bielický and Smrž, 2008) with respect to
the deep linguistic relations of discourse partici-
pants. In its generality, the description also in-
cludes topic–focus articulation, coreference reso-
lution, and other non-dependency relations.

The topology of a tectogrammatical representa-
tion of a sentence is similar to that of the analyti-
cal level. In contrast to it, nodes in the tree may be
deleted, inserted, and even reorganized. We speak
of a transfer of structures from analytical to tec-
togrammatical, which can be partly automated.

Tectogrammatical nodes appear as lexical en-
tries rather than inflected forms. Grammatemes,
the deep grammatical parameters, abstract away
from the morphological and analytical features of
an utterance. Functors, the deep roles that the
participants assume, include Actor, Patient, Ad-
dressee, Origin, Effect, various types of local and
temporal modifications, Extent, Manner, Cause,
Identity, Restriction, coordination types, and many
more (Mikulová and others, 2006).

Figure 1 compares the analytical and tectogram-
matical representations of the example sentence.
The black inserted nodes are recovered from the
discourse, since they are obligatory arguments of
the valency frames of the two verbal predicates.
Values of contextual boundness, a feature from
which the topic–focus dichotomy is inferred, are
also indicated (Hajičová and Sgall, 2003).

3 Research Directions

With the availability of large annotated treebank
data, new topics for computational linguistics re-
search are opening. PADT is certainly not the only
Arabic treebank around, cf. (Maamouri and Bies,
2004; Habash et al., 2009; Dukes and Buckwal-
ter, 2010), not to mention several other derived or
converted Arabic treebanks. However, the PADT
annotation levels are unique for the kind and ex-
tent of information they contain.

Let us outline a couple of thoughts about the
new research topics and applications for which
the PADT data and related tools can be very use-



|> "‘ q d" <| [

FaCaL ‘verb‘ [ "convene", "conclude" ] ‘imperf‘ FCiL,

FaCCaL ‘verb‘ [ "complicate" ],

TaFaCCaL ‘verb‘ [ "be complicated" ],

TaFACaL ‘verb‘ [ "contract", "convene" ],

InFaCaL ‘verb‘ [ "be held", "be gathered", "be convened" ],

IFtaCaL ‘verb‘ [ "believe" ] ]
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Figure 3: Top left: Verb entries of the ElixirFM lexicon nested under the ↪ q d Y
�
®« root. Top right:

Possible layout of these entries including the explicit derivational class, showing that various pieces of
information can be inferred directly from this lexicon’s representation. Bottom: Valency frame treelets
and the constraints on the surface realization of the functors, organized into trees. Optional slots are
marked with dashed edges. Multiple options with frames or constraints are rendered as dotted links.

ful. We do not discuss here the development of
statistical parsers and taggers, since such systems
have already been tackled, though not solved com-
pletely, cf. (Smrž et al., 2008).

3.1 Language Generation

Describing linguistic structures in an appropriate
formal system can serve not only for representing
the meaning of utterances. It also allows generat-
ing the natural language, as well as transforming it
and translating it. In syntax-driven machine trans-
lation, sentences in the source language are parsed
into their grammatical representations before the
translation of the syntactic structure is performed.
Then, the structures are “spelled out” or linearized
into the target language.

The problem of language generation can be
seen as an inverse to linguistic parsing—language
generation is a function from some structured rep-
resentation of linguistic meaning into a linear se-
quence of graphemes or phonemes used in a nat-
ural language to express the meaning. The par-
ticular instance of the generation problem and its
complexity therefore depends both on the charac-
ter of information supplied as input, and on the
requirements on the form of the output.

There are several generic approaches that im-
plement the overall translation framework as well

as parsing of e.g. English sentences. The task then
would be to implement the translation of the “uni-
versal” syntactic structures into Arabic syntactic
structures and then to produce the Arabic word
forms required by the morphosyntactic parameters
implied by the structures.

Examples of the linguistic structures assumed
as the parameters for generation into Arabic can
be obtained from the family of Prague Depen-
dency Treebanks, cf. (Hajič et al., 2006; Smrž et
al., 2008), can be annotated after their guidelines,
or can be transformed from other sources. Inter-
estingly, the same kind of structures can be pro-
duced automatically during a transfer-based ma-
chine translation processing chain (Žabokrtský et
al., 2008; Žabokrtský et al., 2010).

The annotated data of PADT as well as the
ElixirFM system itself can be used directly for the
morphological generation. What would remain
as the essential problem is the pruning of multi-
ple possible translations, both for every word and
for the whole sentences. One then needs to score
possible solutions and optimize for the best one.
However, this is a language-independent problem
for which there exist published methods and im-
plementations. Why not try that?

Arabic language generation has been addressed
previously by (Soudi, 2004; Dada, 2007; Habash



et al., 2007), among others. Arabic morpholog-
ical generation, in particular, is treated quite of-
ten, cf. (Beesley, 1996; Cavalli-Sforza et al., 2000;
Habash, 2004; Habash et al., 2005; Altantawy et
al., 2010). None of the works, though, combines
real-world language resource like PADT with a
working, open-source software implementation
modeling both inflectional and derivational mor-
phological processes, providing lexicon lookup
based on concrete as well as abstract search cri-
teria, and offering systematic linguistic resolution
of Arabic either in form of the running text, or
in phonetic transcription or other notations, like
ElixirFM does.

The ElixirFM lexicon is now enriched with va-
lency frames of selected verbal lexemes, cf. Fig-
ure 3 (Bielický and Smrž, 2009). Not only does a
valency frame—represented as a tree structure of
alternative dependency subtrees—encode the va-
lency properties of a lexeme in terms of the func-
tors, i.e. the underlying syntactic roles. A valency
frame also provides possible morphemic represen-
tations (e.g. prepositions, conjunctions) and mor-
phosyntactic features (grammatical case or state)
of the particular argument or complementation
when realized on the surface.

Valency frames stored in the ElixirFM lexicon
can positively contribute to effective generation of
sentences, since they combine the underlying tec-
togrammatical information with the requirements
for their surface representation.

3.2 Lexical Semantics

This project would be concerned with taking the
open-source lexical resources that are available
for Arabic, like (Buckwalter, 2002; Smrž and
Bielický, 2010; Dukes and Buckwalter, 2010), as
well as in combination with multiple other lan-
guages, possibly extracted from parallel data.

The point of the project would be to build
lexical networks, using links to the other lan-
guage resources as well as links within words of
the language itself, discovered through unsuper-
vised methods of machine learning (Church and
Hanks, 1990; Brown et al., 1992; Evert, 2005).
One would need to use information theory and
graph theory for this. The outcome would be
new improved Arabic lexicons that would feature
multi-word lexical items, synonyms, antonyms,
hyponyms and hypernyms, etc.

4 Conclusion

We have presented two important resources that
we have co-authored, namely the Prague Arabic
Dependency Treebank and the ElixirFM morpho-
logical system for Arabic. Both resources are
highly reusable, not only for language analysis and
parsing, but also for language generation with all
its applications. We have proposed and discussed
novel research directions that seem to be ready to
be pursued by the Arabic computational linguis-
tics community, in part due to these two resources.
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